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WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

A WEEK OF CELEBRATION
I am delighted to
be involved in this
milestone event for
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.
Apart from the very
first show in Nice, our
home has always been
here in Cannes at the
Palais des Festivals,
and I am delighted
to announce that the
exhibition will remain
here for at least three
more years.
The Marketing Team
has worked with great
passion to highlight this
very special 30th year and
bring the spirit of TFWA to
life from the moment you
arrived at Nice Airport or
directly here in Cannes.
A big thank you to the
authorities at Nice Airport
for helping us to make
a special impact at both
terminals, and to the City
of Cannes for their assistance in making this week
one to remember. We have
tried to bring you a taste
of celebration throughout

the week, from cake and
champagne on Monday to
some wonderful surprises
tomorrow night.
I am particularly proud of
our TFWA CARE Charity
Run initiative last Sunday,
which reflects our ongoing
commitment to worthy
causes globally. It was a
truly uplifting and quite
emotional event – as well
as great fun of course. Over
160 participants took part. If
you haven’t purchased your
ribbon yet (they are just €10),
you can still do so from the
Registration Pavilion. Wear
your ribbon with pride!
Sunday also saw the
traditional golf and
pétanque tournaments,
the latter doubled in size
so popular has it become.
The French are passionate
about pétanque and so, it
seems, is the travel retail
industry! Thanks to Tic
Tac for sponsoring this
most Gallic of games,
where those with a keen
eye and sense of humour
dominated a truly international field.

As this is the 30th anniversary we decided to bring
everyone together, participants and spectators, at
fewer activities than usual
to maximise networking.
This was a real success,
with double the attendance
of previous years.
Fireworks always reflect
celebration and those we
enjoyed at the Opening
Cocktail were truly
spectacular. But the
highlight of the week,
of course, is always Le
Premium Evening and
this year it will be a truly
special and unforgettable
occasion on the quayside
at Porto Canto.
Starting the evening with a
sumptuous dinner courtesy
of three Michelin star chef
Régis Marcon, you will
have the chance to boogie
the night away to a special
musical masterpiece from
guests Chic featuring Nile
Rodgers – plus a surprise
or two during the evening to
enjoy! Please remember to
book your table before 18:00
today to guarantee a place.

Open to full delegates, this
black tie event is one not to
be missed.
Afterwards, those still
wishing to party can head
to The Scene – the hottest
place to be after hours
which, as always, has been
packed every night so far.
The Scene has some of
the best DJs on the Côte
d’Azur, so if you haven’t
experienced this great
space then take some
friends or colleagues
and go and enjoy a welldeserved drink. Tomorrow
night is the last chance
to enjoy this wonderful
setting and, yes, we have
more surprises in store!
Special thanks to our
many sponsors, including Heineken, Ferrero,
Perfetti Van Melle, Rémy
Cointreau, Jose Cuervo,
Brown-Forman, Campari
and Wonderful Pistachios.
As always, this year we
have tried to bring you
all the tools necessary to
make your week with us
as efficient and effective
as possible, such as the

to hope that you have all
had a brilliant week so
far. A complete review of
this week will be on the
TFWA website shortly
and will bring together
all the highlights of
another successful event.
Very best wishes from
all of us on the Marketing Team. Please do not
hesitate to contact us at
marketing@tfwa.com
Any ideas or comments
will be most welcome.
And finally… a reminder
about the AGM for TFWA
members on Thursday
– this is your way to let
your voice be heard.

Carla Guiducci
Vice-President
Marketing, TFWA

TFWA PRODUCT
SHOWCASE

NICE
AIRPORT
ROADSHOW

The TFWA Product Showcase is a dedicated
online service that allows exhibitors to
present their brand innovations at
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.
Visit www.tfwaproductshowcase.com to find
the latest exciting product news from brands
across all product categories. Many have
already uploaded product information and
photos to the website, where visitors can
search for products by brand, company or
product sector.

A reminder that
the Nice Côte
d’Azur Airport
travel roadshow for
concessionaires,
brands and the media
takes place today at
11:30, in Auditorium
K on Level 4 of the
Palais des Festivals.

TFWA SECTOR FREE WiFi SERVICE
DESIGNATIONS
A reminder to TFWA members that elections in two
sectors – Confectionery & Fine Food, and Gifts – take
place today from 08:30 to 12:00 in the TFWA Office,
Level 0. Please note that each member can only
have one mandate on top of their own vote, using the
appropriate proxy form.

interactive directional
screens that are positioned
around the exhibition
hall and the digital diary,
also available in paper
form. Don’t forget the
video service on offer to
exhibitors, which gives
you a great opportunity to
promote your presence
here and keep a record
of your stand or film
interviews with VIP
guests. Members are
entitled to a 20%
special discount.
A big thank you to all
of you that contributed
to our special website
teaser, helping us to
celebrate the big 30.
We asked delegates
at recent shows in
Cannes and Singapore
for their thoughts and
the responses were
remarkable. We received
a mixture of musical,
multilingual and highly
entertaining videos and I
urge you to go online
and view the best of
the bunch.
It only remains for me

TFWA is delighted to offer
a free WiFi service
inside the Palais des
Festivals. Technical
support is available
at a dedicated desk
(Viapass) during exhibition hours on Level -1, Red
Village. Simply log-in with your access
code on your delegate badge.
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Scan this code to visit
the TFWA Product
Showcase:

‘SHOW YOU CARE!’
Please show your support
for TFWA CARE by purchasing a 30th anniversary
‘Show you CARE!’ ribbon
from the Registration
Pavilion. Each ribbon costs
€10, with all proceeds
going to the good causes
supported by TFWA CARE.
Thank you for your support.

EVENING EVENTS
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Thierry de Baschmakoff, designer of the
luxuriant Bentley Infinite flacon; and Roger
von der Weid, CEO, Art & Fragrance.

UNCOMMON SCENTS
Cannes’ most fashionable crowd last night
congregated at the
Majestic Barrière La Plage
restaurant for the unconventionally extraordinary
Art & Fragrance party,
celebrating the launches
of the newest references

of two brands that stand
for craftsmanship, heritage, tradition and quality –
Lalique Living and Lalique
Noir Premier, and Bentley
Infinite. Vibrant live
music and enticing fresh
food stations were the
backdrop to the event.

“Fragrances are an
emotional product, and we
hope to touch the emotions
not only of our clients, but
of everybody, whether they
are already followers of the
brands or not,” said Roger
von der Weid, CEO, Art &
Fragrance.

DRINKS INTERNATIONAL
AWARDS WINNERS
SUPPLIER AWARDS
Best Presentation Box/Gift Set

Supreme Product Champion

Best Luxury Drinks Launch
of the Year

Supreme Campaign Champion
JIM BEAM AMERICAN STILLHOUSE IN
EUROPE
Maxxium Travel Retail/Beam Suntory

Best Travel Retail Exclusive/Limited
Edition Launch of the Year

OPERATOR AWARDS

luxury accessories brand’s
repositioning in the travel
retail channel, especially
for inflight. The French
company invented the art
of ‘haute coiffure’, and to

DUBAI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Dubai Duty Free

Best New Packaging of
a Drinks Brand

Best Ferry/Cruise Line Drinks
Retailer of the Year

PALMES D’OR VINTAGE 2004
Champagne Nicolas Feuillatte

P&O Ferries

Best Packaging/Repackaging
of a Drinks Brand

this day, explained its CEO
Sébastien Bailly, every
new Alexandre de Paris
collection is imagined and
crafted by its in-house
design team.

Best Drinks Airport Retailer
of the Year

HIGHLAND PARK WARRIOR SERIES
Edrington

JOHNNIE WALKER COLLECTION
Diageo
Stunning hair-wear was
the centre of attention at
the Alexandre de Paris
cocktail party last night,
hosted at the Majestic
Hotel, in celebration of the

PALMES D’OR VINTAGE 2004
Champagne Nicolas Feuillatte

ROYAL BRACKLA
Bacardi Global Travel Retail

BEST DRINKS LAUNCH OF THE YEAR

A SWANKY UP DO

JIM BEAM CRAFT SIGNATURE
Beam Suntory/Maxxium Travel Retail

NICOLAS FEUILLATTE – E’XPLORATION RANGE
Champagne Nicolas Feuillatte/Crown
Packaging Europe

GLEN DEVERON
Bacardi Global Travel Retail

Last night’s party celebrated the accentuation of Alexandre de Paris
luxury hair accessories in the travel retail channel.

Best Drinks Launch at
TFWA Cannes 2014

Most Creative Marketing Concept/
Travel Retail In-store Promotion
JIM BEAM AMERICAN STILLHOUSE IN
EUROPE
Maxxium Travel Retail/Beam Suntory
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Best Marketing Concept by a Travel
Retail Operator
Le Clos Fine Wines and Luxury Spirits

Drinks Buyer of the Year
CHARLOTTE BARTON
P&O Ferries

Best Inflight Drinks Operator
Gate Retail Onboard on easyJet

NE

W

Travellers looking for a delicious “after check-in snack-in” will be delighted by the arrival on shelf of the new Kinder Miniatures
collection of the three best-loved Kinder products.
Presented in premium light card pouches, exclusively developed for travellers, with tempting images of the contents and strong
branding, the Miniatures trio will appeal as a snacking as well as a sharing purchase for passengers of all ages.
Please visit us at TFWA Cannes, Green Village Stand J35 and discover the whole portfolio.

EVENING EVENTS

Around 135 guests
attended the Beauty
Contact Trading and Lighthouse Beauty cocktail
party for the launch
of Fleur Fatale by Kim
Kardashian at Long Beach
off the Croisette last night.
Such is the enormous
interest in this Hollywood
celebrity that fans across
the world eagerly await
her every move, and
follow her example as a
fashion icon. Already the
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KIM FATALE
interest in Fleur Fatale – a
crisp floral composition and
Kim Kardashian’s seventh
fragrance – is huge, and
Beauty Contact has a diary
of back-to-back meetings
in Cannes this week, with
distributors and retailers
from the Middle East, Africa,
the Caribbean and Europe.
After Cannes, Kardashian

herself will embark on the
promotional tour of Fleur
Fatale, making personal
appearances in Australia,
India and Dubai in the first
stage of a joint venture
between Beauty Contact
and Lighthouse Beauty,
which have joined forces
to increase the fragrances
in a global market.

Scott Martin,
Brand
Ambassador, Burn
Stewart Distillers;
Robyn Bradshaw,
GM Marketing
Duty Free/Travel
Retail; and Marius
Fouche, Head
of Travel, both
Distell.

BACK IN BLACK

Alwyn Stephen, CEO, Beauty Contact Inc.; Phil Zellner, CEO, Lighthouse Beauty; Prakash Bhowani, President; and
Imad Rahmoun, Commercial Director, both Beauty Contact Inc.

STEP UP FOR THE
FAMOUS GROUSE

The Famous Grouse stepped into the limelight last night with the travel retail launch of a new look bottle and
packaging designed to drive the long-term development plans of the brand.
The premium upgrade, which was unveiled at a reception hosted by brand-owner Edrington and Maxxium Travel
Retail, includes a contemporary bottle shape with more premium closure, metallicised label and distinctive purple
colour theme.
Asanka de Silva, Brand Controller, The Famous Grouse (third from right) explained: “The new packaging has been
developed in response to demand from consumers for a more premium look. I have been asked why we chose purple
and obviously it is reminiscent of the brand’s roots, the home of the grouse in the Scottish heather. The Famous
Grouse is already number three in blended Scotch whisky in travel retail and holds the number one spot in the home
of Scotch, the UK, and many other markets. We have ambitions to boost the brand still higher and to that end we are
investing heavily behind the brand.”
Pictured with Asanka are Glen Williams, MD Maxxium Travel Retail (third from left), Steven Sleigh, Business
Development Director, GTR Edrington (back), Mariska van Beukering, Marketing Manager, Maxxium TR, and their
teams in The Famous Socks.

Guests were treated to a sensory experience in B Pub last night, as Distell held a hightech soiree to re-launch Gordon Graham’s Black Bottle whisky. Partygoers were invited
to take an interactive journey into the brand’s history, as told via virtual reality goggles,
which released whisky aromas throughout the narrative.
“Gordon Graham’s was originally sold in German-made black bottles, but since WWI it
has been sold in green bottles,” explained Marius Fouche, Head of Travel, Distell. “Now
we’re going back to black, and that’s what this party is about.”

SMILE
AND
SPEND!

Mars International Travel
Retail (ITR) last night
held a special event at Le
Baoli in Cannes, where
the confectionery giant
unveiled its new vision
and strategy for the travel
retail confectionery sector.

Addressing guests at the
colourful event, Lieke
Duijmelings, Marketing
Director lauded the “power
of a smile” and revealed
Mars ITR’s vision to “add
one billion smiles to double
the category by 2020”.

THE MARS ITR TEAM: CRAIG SARGEANT,
GENERAL MANAGER; CHRISTOPHE
BOUYE, SALES DIRECTOR; RED; LIEKE
DUIJMELINGS, MARKETING DIRECTOR;
AND SIMON KNAPP, SALES DIRECTOR.
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* Born in St-Tropez in 1971

Né à St-Tropez en 1971*
www.vilebrequin.com

BLUE VILLAGE, BOOTH AA4

WORKSHOP REPORT
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MARKET WATCH: LATIN AMERICA
The Market Watch workshop traditionally puts the spotlight on regions that are shaping the
future of travel retail. Yesterday morning, for the first time, it was devoted to exploring the
Latin American region – one of the travel retail industry’s most diverse markets.
Yesterday’s Market
Watch workshop
provided a fascinating
insight into the Latin
American region,
including infrastructure developments,
market and product
trends, and changes to
the customer profile.
Latin America is home
to some of the most
commercially developed
airports in the Americas.
The region also boasts
thriving border and ferry
retail sectors, and arrivals
shopping is a must for
many travellers. Yet for all
its promise, the regional
industry has historically faced numerous
challenges, often linked to

Enrique Urioste, President of Latin American duty free association
ASUTIL and CEO of leading regional retailer Neutral: “When you
live and do business in Latin America, you are on a rollercoaster,
with deep falls and also fast recoveries.”

the volatile economies of
several key Latin American countries.
Enrique Urioste, President
of Latin American duty
free association ASUTIL

Pedro Castro, International Operations Director, World
Duty Free Group: “Arrival shops are very important in
Latin America, as they are important in airports with
strong domestic and business traffic.”

and CEO of leading
regional retailer Neutral,
shared his unique and
engaging perspective.
“When you live and do
business in Latin America,
you are on a rollercoaster,
with deep falls and also
fast recoveries,” he
commented. “This effect
has been mitigated with
10 years of stability and
growth, where deep
economic, political and
social changes occurred.”
Latin America is among
the regions with the most
expansive and strong duty
free cultures in the world,
where Urioste explained
“everyone understands
that in duty free, you save
money”. “The travel retail
experience in our region

is one of the best in the
industry. Almost all new
airports have significant
retail areas dedicated to
duty free, both in arrivals
and departures,” he said.
Urioste also gave a
detailed summary of
performance in individual
countries, including Brazil,
Uruguay, Argentina, Chile,
Peru, and Colombia.
“We’re in a world that’s
changing by the hour,
and although the Latin
American region is
facing challenges, the
fundamentals are there
to continue achieving success,” Urioste
concluded.
Pedro Castro, International Operations
Director, World Duty

Free Group (WDFG) and
fellow board member
of ASUTIL, followed
with a wide-ranging
address focusing on 20
years of WDFG in Latin
America, the evolution
of the business, and the
importance of arrival
shops. “Arrival shops
are very important in
Latin America, as they
are important in airports
with strong domestic and
business traffic,” Castro
asserted.
He added: “In the last
four years, we have
experienced strong
growth across all
categories.” The liquor
and beauty categories
have, for example,
performed very well.

In liquor there is a
balance between major
international brands
and strong sales of
local wines and spirits.
“Latin America is not a
single reality, it’s a mix
of different cultures,”
he added.
The workshop concluded
with highlights from
recent TFWA research –
the latest in the Airport
Insight Series – carried
out among travelling
consumers at Buenos
Aires Ezeiza airport.
Peter Mohn, owner &
CEO of m1nd-set Global
Marketing Intelligence &
Solutions, explored what
this research tells us
about travellers in Latin
America today.

Peter Mohn, owner & CEO of m1nd-set Global Marketing Intelligence & Solutions, outlined highlights
from recent TFWA research carried out among travelling consumers at Buenos Aires Ezeiza airport.

COUNTERFEIT – A REAL
THREAT TO OUR INDUSTRY
A special Working Lunch held at the Majestic
Hotel yesterday discussed the threat posed by
the influx of counterfeit goods to the luxury goods
market, the aim of which was to encourage
debate among suppliers, retailers and landlords.
The session was hosted by TFWA in partnership
with French manufacturers’ association Unifab.
Speakers included Maître Emmanuelle Hoffman
and Philippe Lacoste (both Vice-Presidents of

UNIFAB), plus Nestor Martinez-Aguado, who
is responsible for intellectual property at the
French Foreign Ministry. They each sought
to raise awareness of the economic consequences of counterfeit goods, the importance
and effectiveness of taking legal action
to tackle counterfeiting, and the potential
health and safety issues that counterfeit
goods pose to consumers.
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Nestor Martinez-Aguado, who is responsible for intellectual
property at the French Foreign Ministry; Maître Emmanuelle
Hoffman and Philippe Lacoste, both Vice-Presidents of
UNIFAB, at yesterday’s special Working Lunch.

FLY WITH
ME.

THE NEW TITAN MINIMAL ART ULTRA THIN
ONLY 10 GRAMS
Visit us at Riviera Village RE9

TFWA 30TH ANNIVERSARY
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A VERY HAPPY ��TH ANNIVERSARY
This week in Cannes is a time for celebration, as TFWA marks its 30th anniversary. The fact that so many major
brands have been present at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference throughout the decades is testament to the
importance of the event in their development strategies. TFWA thanks them for their continuing support.
CAROLE HUBSCHER CLEMENTS, PRESIDENT,
CARAN D’ACHE SA

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION PICTURED IN THE 1980S.

“In the beginning we believed in the necessity of having
a duty free show that went beyond the dominant
categories of liquor, tobacco and perfume. We wanted
to introduce well-designed, practical Swiss-made
products to a wider audience than just our own country
folk and immediate European neighbours. Our coloured
pencils, pastels, accessories and gift sets are aimed at
all generations from eager youngsters to art students,
draftsmen, architects and anyone who wants to work
creatively with quality handwriting and drawing instruments. Duty free would show us the way and TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference in Cannes became the
ideal place to meet our main customers and make new
contacts. There’s no doubt that, for us, Cannes is one of
the most important shows in the year. When we started
in 1985 we had a stand of 25sqm and now it’s doubled in
size. Caran d’Ache is a world famous brand, selling on
all continents, yet we owe so much to TFWA for giving
us the opportunity to reach out to new customers and
find distributors in all corners of the world who can
grow our business in travel retail.”

Carole Hubscher
Clements, President,
Caran d’Ache SA.

ANDREA BAUMGARTNER, INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING DIRECTOR, UNDERBERG AG

“It’s amazing to think that this company has exhibited at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference for 30 years. As a family business that launched
a unique product over 150 years ago, Underberg is well-known across all
international duty free markets, and we have expanded in Asian and Eastern
European markets over recent years. Exhibiting in Cannes is essential for us.
A good example of how being in duty free has benefited our domestic sales
was the hugely successful launch of Xuxu at Moscow Sheremetyevo Airport
four years ago. Through its sales success at the airport we found a good
domestic partner in Russia. More recently, Dubai Duty Free made a special
offering of Xuxu and Underberg, and we have achieved new listings mainly
because we are present in Cannes. Another good thing is how we can keep
up with international market shifts; for instance, last year we heard rumours
of declining domestic business in Israel, yet we were visited in Cannes by
several distributors interested in taking on our product in that country.”

Andrea Baumgartner,
International Marketing
Director, Underberg AG.
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TFWA 30TH ANNIVERSARY

PETER SANT, MANAGING DIRECTOR, REMY COINTREAU GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL

“Rémy Cointreau has been attending TFWA World Exhibition & Conference since its
very inception 30 years ago. We were the first company to take a suite upstairs in the
Marine Village and have stayed there for the last 20-plus years. My own first TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference was in 1985. I then skipped a few in the 1990s, as I had
transferred to the domestic market, but came back just in time for intra-EU abolition!
I have many favourite moments: business successes, social relations, world-class
speakers… in fact really too many to single one out as every year has its surprises.
I hope that TFWA continues to thrive in doing the great job it has performed for our
industry over the last 30 years, and that the formation of the Duty Free World Council,
with TFWA involvement, as well as the other very worthy regional associations, helps
steer and guide our business in the right direction and maximise the opportunities this
wonderful industry represents.”

KOFI ANNAN WAS KEYNOTE SPEAKER
AT TFWA WORLD CONFERENCE IN 2011.

SUPERMODEL NAOMI CAMPBELL
PICTURED AT TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION
& CONFERENCE IN 2000.
STEVEN CANDRIES, EXPORT & TRAVEL RETAIL DIRECTOR, GUYLIAN

“It was in 1992 that I got the confirmation that we could have a small stand of not
more than 6sqm in 1993 near the exit in the Mediterranean Village. I discussed with
the previous owner, we agreed in the budget and in the provision of opportunities that
we saw in front of us and very quickly we decided to go for it. We did not move away
from the Mediterranean Village during all these years – we changed the stand location
three times, but in the same village. Personally, I have attended this extraordinary
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference 22 times. TFWA World Exhibition & Conference
has always been a show organised ‘By the Trade for the Trade’. Directly and indirectly,
TFWA has created jobs, instigated investments, initiated innovation and helped various
companies and individuals grow. My message is not to forget its roots and to continue
working according the principle of ‘By the Trade for the Trade’. Only this way can we
celebrate again and again. Congratulations to all members of the Association and all
those presiding, managing or in any way participating to make TFWA such a successful
enterprise. Happy Birthday!”

SOCIAL PROGRAMME
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PARTY
TIME
The social programme at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference provides many
of the highlights of the week. The
Scene, once again, features a different
DJ each night – tonight DJ M4T + GIOE
DJ will be entertaining the crowd.
Le Premium Evening tomorrow
night will bring the 30th anniversary
celebrations to a fitting crescendo with
dinner prepared by Michelin-starred
chef Régis Marcon and a performance
by Chic featuring Nile Rodgers.

Tomorrow, 19:30
Port Canto
CELEBRATE TFWA’S 30TH ANNIVERSARY
IN STYLE AT LE PREMIUM EVENING!
TFWA’s 30th anniversary celebrations culminate in an
unforgettable evening on the quayside. Master chef
Régis Marcon, holder of three Michelin stars every
year since 2005, will prepare a sumptuous dinner.
Chic, featuring the legendary Nile Rodgers, will then
take the stage for a rousing musical finale.
A reminder to please book your seat before 18:00
today by taking your ticket to Le Premium Desk in
the Palais.

TC14115_Invit_Pastille_40mm

• By invitation only
• Part of the full delegate package
• Dress code: Black tie
• A shuttle service will operate
from all major hotels

Wednesday 29 to Thursday 30 October, 22:00-02:00 , Gare Maritime
The Scene is conveniently located next to the Palais des Festivals, and is firmly established as the place to
party after hours. Some of the best DJs on the Côte d’Azur will keep the music coming, ensuring a vibrant,
energetic ambience, while there is also plenty of space to enjoy a drink, thanks to our generous sponsors,
with friends and colleagues. Make sure you secure access to this unique venue by purchasing a ticket from
The Scene desk (Level 1, Palais des Festivals) or at the entrance at Gare Maritime. For those not able to
attend Le Premium Evening, a special surprise awaits at The Scene tomorrow night!

Party near the Palais every
night during the show!

Kindly
sponsored by:

ENTRANCE WITH
TICKET ONLY
(please note that your
exhibition badge must
be shown)

daily_MBP_launch-cocktail_page_221014.indd 3

22/10/2014 15:16

EXHIBITION NEWS
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ENHANCING THE
PERFECT STORE
Nestlé International
Travel Retail (NITR)
yesterday presented
the latest update to its
Perfect Store concept,
and highlighted its exciting plans for a new travel
retail KitKat campaign.
The Perfect Store
concept now includes a
digital library, which is
divided into three main
sections – Insights,
Actions and Results –
and provides a vast array
of information on confectionery sales by region,
key insights, useful tips
and ‘did you knows’ that
can help airports and
retailers improve their
category results.
“The idea is to use this
practical tool in cooperation with our industry
partners to further tailor
the principles of Perfect

AN IRAQI SUCCESS STORY
The Iraq Duty Free team
is out in force at this year’s
show, and Ahmed Sarchil
Kazzaz, the company’s
Chairman, explained to
the Daily that he and his
colleagues have a very clear
idea of what they hope to
achieve over the course of
the next few days.
As well as meeting with
vendors to discuss the past
12 months and plan for the

Store on a global, regional
and store level to remain
at the forefront of confectionery category development in travel retail,”
explained Rachel Girard,
NITR Global Customer
Marketing Manager.
Meanwhile, the new KitKat
Travel Break Sharing Bag
has also been unveiled.

the company is presenting
attractive new packaging as
part of the latest refresh.
“Captain Black will be
our big focus brand for
next year,” explained

Golden Village
GO3

Scandinavian Tobacco
Group’s Niels Hendriks,
International Business
Manager Global Travel
Retail, while presenting the
sleek new designs for the
Captain Black Pipe Tobacco,
Little Cigars and Pipe
Tobacco Cigars. “Of course,
going forward we want to
continue with the leading
position of Café Crème, and
Captain Black will complement this,” he added.

Blue Village
D10

A DIAMOND YEAR
This year’s TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference will
be one to remember for
Crislu Corporation – and
not just because the show
is turning 30.
“There’s a great buzz

about the fair this year,”
said Peter Askew, Crislu
Europe. “There’s a real
appetite to do business,
and not just with the usual
suspects – we have been
meeting contacts from the

experience a 50% increase
in sales, with the “perfumes
category seeing a big jump
in performance in the shops
that were renovated in 2013”.
Looking ahead to the next
calendar year, Kazzaz
explained: “Our main objective is to further construct
and develop the Baghdad
Airport duty free shops to be
one of the region’s high level
luxurious duty free shops.”

The product comes in four
varieties – Beach break,
Chic break, City break and
Globe trotting – and the
launch will be supported
by a fun “selfie” promotion
making use of novelty
KitKat eye masks.

ESTABLISHED BRANDS,
SLEEK NEW LOOK
Visitors to the Scandinavian
Tobacco Group stand are
already likely to be well
aware of the hugely popular
Captain Black and Café
Crème brands, but this year

year ahead, the company is
hoping to gain “close insight
on what new opportunities
the industry has to offer
and how Iraq Duty Free
can participate in growth”.
Kazzaz stated: “This year,
what we hope to achieve is
presenting the bright side of
our country and the Iraq Duty
Free success story.”
This “success story” has
seen some categories

The Iraq Duty Free team: Ahmed Kamal, Managing Director; Ahmed Sarchil Kazzaz, Chairman; Lana Kazzaz, Institut
Supérieur de Gestion; and Nabil Mohsin, Director Business Development.

The Jacques Lemans
Kevin Costner collection,
which is being presented
here in Cannes for the
first time, is proving to
be a big attraction in this
year’s exhibition. The
Hollywood star became
a Jacques Lemans brand
ambassador last year
and the selection of
timepieces, which range
in price from €149 to
€349, is being presented
alongside some of the
company’s best selling
lines, including the
famous London series.
“In terms of our meetings
this week, about 50% are
with current customers,
and 50% with potential new customers,”

Caribbean, West Africa and
the Baltic states.”
Crislu is also showcasing
its new self-selection
unit, which Askew
believes will be a lucrative
point of sale for airport
operators. “It has a small
footprint, but can be very
profitable,” he said.
Crislu believes innovation
is the key to boosting
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WATCH
THIS SPACE

explained Jürgen Allesch,
Manager Export, Jacques
Lemans. “So far people
have been very positive

about all of the lines.”

Riviera Village
RC8
travel retail sales, but
maintaining quality
matters most.
“Our jewellery comes with
a lifetime guarantee and it
is platinum plated, which
means operators don’t
have to polish it,” he said.
“That’s why travel retail is
working so well for us.”

Blue Village G4

Caran d’Ache, having exhibited continuously since 1984,
are proud to celebrate 30 years at TFWA Cannes and
congratulate TFWA on this milestone.
carandache.com

Ferrero Travel Market
is showcasing a series
of new products. It has
new lines from Tic Tac,
Nutella, Kinder and
Ferrero Rocher, bringing
it a step closer to offering nothing but travel
retail exclusives. “Our
goal is to have 100%
travel retail products
as our offering,” said
Annarita Ritta, Area
Sales Manager West
Europe. “Innovation has
been the main driver of
growth for us in the last

REDEFINING
EXCLUSIVITY
few years.”
With that in mind,
Ferrero has spiced up its
offering this year with
new products including
Ferrero Golden Gallery.
“It’s a new offering
featuring an additional
selection of pralines,”
said Ritta. “We have also
restyled our Raffaello

TFWACannes_BrutRose_111x163mm.indd 1
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packets to move in line
with gifting.”
More countries have also
been added to Tic Tac’s
Destination Packs. “We
have new destinations
this year,” said Ritta.
“Our goal is for Tic Tac
to cover the world.”

Green Village J35

SWEET SELFIE
Lindt has long kept its
praline recipe a closely
guarded secret, but the
Swiss chocolatier is happy
to unveil its formula for
success in the confectionery sector. The brand
is enjoying an increasing
share of the confectionery
market and believes cross
channel cooperation and
interactivity will be the key
drivers for future growth.
With that in mind the
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Swiss chocolatier is using
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference to give
delegates a sneak peak
at its new interactive
display units, which allow
users to send selfies
while they’re waiting at
the airport.
“It’s important to engage
with our customers,”
explained Miriam Richter,
Marketing Manager Duty
Free. “When you are a

premium brand like Lindt,
people expect you to bring
more to the table.”
Lindt also has a new
product – Lindor
Fashion. “More and more
retailers are looking for
cross category products
and this is a practical
way of making cross
category sales a reality,”
said Richter.

Marine Village R7

EXHIBITION NEWS

A CUT ABOVE
Agio was given a massive
boost before arriving in
Cannes, with news that its
new gondola had generated impressive sales
in a trial at Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol.
That’s just what the
Dutch cigar maker
wanted to hear as it

showcased the new
gondola to visitors at
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference.
“More than 400 products
were bought from the
gondola in 30 days,”
said Gertrude Stormink,
Global Travel Retail
Manager. “Those are
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excellent figures.”
The gondola has been
developed as a new sales
platform for its Balmoral
line, which has been
performing extremely well
since the launch of its gift
box earlier this year.
“Operators are always
asking us for the gift box,”
said Stormink. “It’s received
a high level of attention.”

WHISKY SHOP
CONNECTS

Yellow Village H49

Executives from William
Grant & Sons, Hans
Just, Scandlines and
HRG gathered in Cannes
yesterday to celebrate
the gold POPAI (Point
of Purchase Advertising
International) award
won for the Glenfiddich
Whisky Corner travel

retail concept at Scandlines Puttgarden store
on the German island
of Fehmarn. The corner
was named Best Shop in
Shop. Built from research
on shopper motivations
and purchase behaviour,
the concept encourages
shoppers to trade-up and

attracts new shoppers
to the whisky category.
Carrie Morrison, Marketing Manager Single Malts
& New Product Development, William Grant &
Sons, commented: “It’s
an example of how we
are trying to grow the
category as a whole, not
just our brands. It really
helps to connect with the
customer and it is part
of our strategy going
forward.
Justin Weston, Managing Director, Global
Travel Retail for William
Grant & Sons, added:
“The award is a great
demonstration of how
shopper understanding
is being used to improve
the customer shopping
experience.”

Golden Village
G02

EYEWEAR CUTE AND COMPACT
B+D Buch+Deichmann, the
Danish origin eyewear brand
based in Argentina, is launching a new Traveller Collection
this week. The company
already has extensive inflight
business with TAM, Lan Chile
and United, and it is showing
a more complete line-up of
foldable, strong, colourful eye
glasses and sunglasses with

features for travellers.
In six colours for each line
and five rim designs, the
styles range from soft pink,
black, white-yellow, red and
silver-blue. Some of the lines
are already on the market
and the success has been
based on precise pricing for
inflight, the compact, clear
pod-like packaging, and

FLORAL AND
FUNCTIONAL
Dutch brand Oilily is
highlighting its new travel
line this week, a collection
of hard shell, soft shell
travel bags, trolleys and
smaller items such as a
beauty case, wallets and a
business bag on wheels.
In the same distinctive
floral designs, but many
with toned-down blue,
green and peach colours
and beige detailing, the
fashion collection has
been expanded with
shawls in complementary
colours. For example,

there is the shopper bag
priced €89 and the small
handbag priced €79.
In the travel collection
there is the hard shell
trolley priced €229 and

special features like spring
hinging. Pricing ranges from
€29 to €59.
Candeleria Pourtalé, Area
Sales Manager-Europe,
Middle East & Asia, B+D,
commented: “We had
a great reaction to the
Traveller Collection and
the point of sale has been a
great success. We are now

the very compartmentalised office bag on wheels
priced €169.
Saskia Jansen, Marketing Manager, Colorful
Licences, said: “Asia and
Europe are developed
markets for us and we
have distribution in 85
countries.”

Blue Village
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expanding in Europe and
the Middle East in particular.
With our main partners like
Dufry, Nuance and DFS we
are stressing our forces
with these partners.
We are really willing to
develop these markets.”

Yellow Village
A21

WIDER
SCOTCH
AUDIENCE
International Beverage is
presenting the Carounn
premium Scottish gin
brand, emphasising the
company is more than a
Scotch whisky specialist.
Carounn has only recently
started distribution in duty
free and the company said
this is seeing sales momentum, equally with growth of
the whisky brands.
James Bateman, Travel
Retail Director, International Beverage, said: “The
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great thing about Cannes
is as a market place,
and having those initial
conversations. It works
for existing customers
and new business opportunities. We are expanding, but we will always
have a focus on Scotch
whisky. We are seeing
momentum across all of
our own Scotch brands:
Old Pulteney, anCnoc,
Speyburn and BalBlair.”
The show this year sees a

relaunch for the anCnoc
Scotch whisky, a highlyregarded fruity flavoured,
pale-coloured, single
malt that is especially
popular in Sweden.

Marine Village S2

SWAROVSKI.COM

JCDECAUX
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JCDECAUX’S DIGITAL MEDIA KNOW-HOW
JCDecaux is the
number one worldwide in airport advertising. It partnered
with 151 airports
across the globe in
2014, including major
hubs such as New York
JFK, Los Angeles,
Hong Kong, Beijing,
Shanghai, Dubai,
Paris, Frankfurt and
London Heathrow.
It currently covers nine
out of the top 10 duty free
airports and, for the first
year, brands related to
travel retail (fashion &
luxury) are dominating
its top 20 brands
market share.
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference is, therefore,
the perfect opportunity
to meet its clients. It
has established a strong
relationship with TFWA
over the years, and it is
pleased to have signed an
agreement with TFWA as

Official Digital Partner,
which should pave the
way for the future. Within
the context of this 30th
edition in Cannes, TFWA
is offering an innovative
wayfinding system and 10
JCDecaux touchscreens
have been installed at key
locations in the Palais
des Festivals. This first
milestone is an opportunity for JCDecaux to
underline its recognised
know-how in digital media
and also in terms of
passenger service.

1. DIGITAL
The Digital Revolution is
underway. Airport digitalisation is still in progress,
but it should continue to
respect the fundamentals
which JCDecaux has
identified during its 10
years’ experience: to
offer premium, flexible
and efficient solutions
to its clients. Airports
are considerably more

advantageous than cities
because the environment
and the audience are
appropriate to each other
and they offer brands a
perfect setting in which to
express themselves. Iconic
digital supports such as
its giant screens in Paris,
New York, Los Angeles,
Singapore and Shanghai
offer an outstanding
canvas for brands’ creativity. Last month, it unveiled
a new digital media
concept at Changi Airport:
two seven-metre-high
rotating digital supports,
which enable brands
to deliver stunning and
memorable creations.

Last month, JCDecaux unveiled a new digital media concept at Changi Airport: two seven-metre-high rotating digital
supports, which enable brands to deliver stunning and memorable creations.

2. SERVICE PROVIDER
Rather than an advertising operator, JCDecaux
is recognised by airport
authorities as a service
provider. Passenger
service has always
been vital in the airport
travel experience and,

as travellers spend an
increasing amount of time
in ‘airport cities’, their
expectations in terms of
services and distractions
carry on growing. Leveraging 50 years of experience in urban services,

JCDecaux has developed
a comprehensive set
of media solutions
associated with services
like clock sponsorship,
electronic device charging stations, internet
kiosks, business lounges,

smoking lounges, tab
bars, video call stations…
which participate in
overall passenger experience and satisfaction
in the airport while
maximising advertising
revenues.

Visit us at Green Village H46
Vinprom Peshtera
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NEW
CHOCOLATE
EXPERIENCES
Neuhaus has scored a
‘wow’ product this year
with the special packs
matching chocolate to
selected single malt
Scotch whiskies. Phillip

Geeraert, Director International Sales, Neuhaus,
explained: “We partnered
with the Gault & Millau
culinary organisation for
pairing 24 chocolates to

whisky, spirits and wine.
The reception has been
very good. It is a unique
opportunity for customers
with merchandising in the
whisky category and special
wine shops. Travel retail is
about connecting customers to these kinds of new
experiences.”
The pairing, for example,
put the slightly dry whisky
Bowmore with smooth milk
chocolate; while the softer
whisky Auchentoshan goes
well with dark chocolate.
The other main focus this
week for Neuhaus is on
the new pack of six icon
chocolates that hark back
to the original recipes
from the 1950s, including the Caprice and the
Tentation.

Yellow Village
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Boggi Milano is talking
with airport landlords in
Cannes, in a bid to build
on its recent successes
in travel retail. The Italian
menswear brand will be
opening a new shop at
Frankfurt Airport in the next
few months and is confident
meetings at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
will lead to more outlets in
other airports.
“We are quite unique
because we do not run
concessions, we look to
open our own outlets
in airports,” said Paolo

TAILORED
OFFERING
Selva, Retail Business
Development. “We have a
shop opening at Frankfurt
Airport soon and another
one at Munich Airport – so
we’re looking for more
spaces in airports.”
Boggi Milano tailors
its offerings to suit the
demands of travelling gents
and believes Italian charm
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is the backbone of the
business. “It’s like crossing
the border into Italy when
you come into our shops,”
said Selva. “You will be
greeted by educated staff
and they’ll always say ‘ciao’
when you leave.”

Bay Village
Bay 11A
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PRISTINE FINISH
Stolichnaya launched
the third and final
edition of its elit pristine
water series in Cannes
yesterday. Made with
water from Colico Lake
in Chile, only 250 bottles
of the premium vodka
will be produced and
they will retail at €3,000
each. “The water used

to make this vodka has a
unique mineral composition because it spends
20 years being filtered
through sedimentary
rock before it reaches
Colico Lake,” explained
Ilse Wolfe, Global
Marketing Manager,
Stoli. “The local
Mapuche tribe attribute

their great health to the
lake’s pure water.”
The new limited edition
vodka will come in a
hand-cut crystal bottle
created by Glencairn
Crystal, one of the
world’s leading crystal
houses.

Blue Village D3

RIGHT DIRECTION

CELEBRATING

30 YEARS

FRONTIER

AWARDS 2014

Socatec arrives at TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference in good spirits having
secured listings with
major duty free operators
over the summer. “2014
has been a great year for
us,” said Alexis Wittmer,
Sales & Marketing
Manager, Socatec. “We’ve
had new listings with DFS,
DFASS and Qatar Duty

Free, and we’re hoping to
build on that in Cannes.”
Socatec, whose design-led
travel accessories have
proved hugely successful
in travel retail, is exhibiting new lines here in
Cannes, with Crumple
City maps among the new
offerings.
“They are made from a
material called Tyvek,

BRIC
BY
BRIC

Bric’s’ progression within
the travel retail channel is
as carefully considered as
the elegantly engineered
design of its products.
Attilio Briccola, Bric’s
CEO, explained that a
step-by-step approach
is fundamental to the
brand’s international
expansion, and is a
technique that has already
brought about some good
results for the brand in the
south east Asian region,
particularly in Korea.

Finely crafted to the
highest quality, Bric’s
sophisticated and stylish
luggage collections are
a true feat of design,
combining stunning
aesthetics with highly
accomplished construction
and genuine practicality.
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Excellence in Flight
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which is virtually
indestructible,” said
Wittmer. “They can
be read underwater,
written on and stuffed in
your pocket.”
Socatec has also
revealed line extensions
to its flagship Bag Tag
series, adding passport
covers and wallets to
a product range that
has proven a runaway
success in travel retail.

Blue Village F22
Japan and China, where it
as yet has little presence,
are also important rungs
on Bric’s’ international
ladder, as is the Middle
East. “In Middle Eastern
local markets we are
a strong brand, and
because of our positioning
in the domestic channel,
we are expecting great
things in travel retail,”
Briccola said.

Riviera Village
RA7
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BREAKING CHINA
In the world of fashion,
Folli Follie Group is a
powerful and popular
force – a force growing
ever more formidable
within the competitive
category, as its global
presence continues to
expand. With 250 points
of sale in 90 cities already
in the local channel, the
Folli Follie brand is now
making great strides in
the pivotal Chinese market,
and its strategy in the region
continues to evolve to incorporate focused development
of brand awareness and
desirability, with a major
campaign featuring revered
Chinese celebrity Liu Shi
Shi. Johnnie Voustas, Folli
Follie’s Vice President
International, explained
that the travel retail sector
is exactly paralleling the

growth taking place in the
local market.
Folli Follie is working
with a number of major
operators, with openings
with Sunrise and Everrich
earlier this year – as well
as the brand’s inauguration in the world’s largest
duty free mall in Haitang
Bay. Openings with China
Duty Free Group and DFS

THE BEST OF
BRITISH
Radley is leveraging
its true Britishness for
success in the international marketplace. The
designer of sought-after
accessories is intent
on global expansion,
domestically and in travel
retail, and is concentrating

its growth in four areas
– continental Europe,
particularly Germany;
Japan, where Radley
is already in demand;
greater China – it has
opened its first downtown
store in Taipei and has
designs to open others

will follow before the year
is out.
Folli Follie Group’s British
jewellery brand Links
of London, meanwhile,
has opened a boutique in
Haitang Bay, where 60%
of sales have been in the
watches category.

Ambassadeurs
Village V2

in November, and February and October of next
year; and the Middle East
– including its recent
signing with Doha International Airport in Qatar.
“Radley is completely
different,” said Chief
Executive Officer Xavier
Simonet. “No other brand
is like ours, or shares
our core values – we
are colourful, playful,
British, and affordably
premium, and this makes

TESTING THE
WATER
At this, the 30th anniversary year of TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference,
airline retailer and
distributor Hanse Distribution is making its fourth
appearance in Cannes,
and for the German
company it is an incredibly
important point in its year.
“As for everyone, TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference in Cannes is our
biggest event, and second
only to that is Singapore,”
said Anna Berezhnaya,
Sales Director, Hanse

Distribution.
90% of Hanse Distribution’s focus is on its inflight
business, and it is the
happy supplier of brands,
both partner and in-house,
to 80 carriers worldwide.
Companies throughout
the industry choose this
week as an opportunity
to showcase their new
products and doing so,
Berezhnaya explained, is
a crucial process in Hanse
Distribution’s ongoing
development. Here it
can test her original and
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STOCKING UP
The milestone 30th
anniversary year for
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference is
a landmark occasion
for Wolford also, as it
celebrates 65 years of
iconic style, still to this
day hand-created in
Austria. In commemoration of the event,
Wolford has created
the limited edition
Jewellery Tights, an
alluring knitted tight
with a glamorous gold
net effect and Swarovski
elements, restricted to
just 499 pieces.
An industry trendsetter,
Wolford is well known for
its innovatory creations,
and its products’
unique attributes make
Wolford “the traveller’s choice”, explained

Sonja Bernhard, Sales
Assistant Travel Retail.
Sold in solid, selfexplanatory packaging,
in versatile sizes that
require no fitting and
that fit in every suitcase,
Wolford products lend
themselves perfectly to
travel retail, and it has
received a wealth of

interest from airlines so
far this week, who have
shown particular interest
in the health-boosting
knitting technologies,
which support blood
circulation on travel
affected body parts.

Yellow Village
A19

us especially well placed
to advance in travel retail.”
The brand comes to the
channel with three main
strengths – its beautifully
designed retail fixtures
inspired by the Radley
store in London’s Covent
Garden, its very commercial items at a very
marketable price point,
and its new travel retail
exclusive collection.

Red Village J22

SKINCARE SUCCESS

imaginative new products, in
the jewellery and watches,
and also innovative gadgets
sectors, in exactly the right
waters, and feedback from
its customers at the show
will define what releases
Hanse Distribution pursues
in 2015.

Yellow Village
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The glowing complexions
of the Institut Karité Paris
team are not solely the
result of the pure Shea it
uses in each of its revered
skin reviving products.
Though its properties
re-oxygenate, revitalise
and restore elasticity, it
is the French skincare
brand’s unprecedented
successes in both the
domestic and duty free
channels that has caused
such looks of elation.
Following its release
barely two months ago,
Institut Karité Paris’ new
limited edition Jungle
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Collection became
frenziedly popular
with customers
and the fashion
press alike before
it had even fully
launched.
Singapore Changi
Airport has already
shown interest in implementing three more Institut Karité Paris counters
following the success of
its first gondola, launched
earlier this year. Institut
Karité Paris has secured
a three-year amenities
tender with Turkish
Airlines. “It is a very

important win for us, and
will push us to study all of
the travel retail markets
and all of the customers
who use Turkish,” said
Amir Al Chayah, President
Director Général & CEO,
Institut Karité Paris.

Blue Village E3
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SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS
Since the immensely
successful launch of
Salvatore Ferragamo’s
pillar reference in
women’s fragrances,
Signorina, in 2012, the
romantic, playful scent
with its iconic vara
bow has evolved with
two new references –
Signorina EDT and the
Signorina Eleganza.
Ferragamo Parfums,
the fragrance division
of the Italian luxury
goods company, is now
launching Signorina
Eleganza in China, with
the official launch of
the fragrance – already
adored by women in
other parts of the world
– taking place in Beijing,
and the country-wide
roll-out occurring
simultaneously.
Luciano Bertinelli, CEO,
Ferragamo Parfums,
explained that China is
a very important market

SHINING MILESTONE
Swarovski is sharing
with clients and the
world its exciting plans
and bullish prospects for
next year and its 125th
birthday. The crystal
expert has already
achieved 6% global
sales growth this year;
in Europe the figure
is 10%. Vice President
Travel Retail Peter Zottl
believes the end of year
results will be a cause

for Salvatore Ferragamo
scents, and the brand
is also introducing
the refined Emozione
Eau de Parfum into
the region. “As well
as doing business in
China,” he said, “as the
Chinese continue to
travel more and more

the market becomes
even more relevant, and
opens opportunities to
catch Chinese consumers in travel retail at
the hubs they travel
through too.”

Riviera Village
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for celebration. “We are
very happy and busy.
This year Swarovski has
aired TV ads in major
markets for the first
time and with a final
push we are confident to
finish the year in doubledigit growth,” he said.
The family company
is planning a major,
spectacular refresh
of its Crystal Worlds
brand epicentre in

Austria for its 125th
anniversary. Swarovski
is also showcasing its
Stardust campaign
in partnership with
Miranda Kerr and its
young label Lola + Grace
identity at its stand,
aiming to upgrade the
strength and quality of
its presence wherever
placed in travel retail.

Blue Village C11

DISCOVER
BROOKSIDE
NEW!

Travel Retail
Exclusive Gift Boxes

Soft fruit-flavored centers
covered in smooth
dark chocolate.
Discover BROOKSIDE at
Booth M53, Green Village.

WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL

www.hersheystravelretail.com
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UP AND AWAY
Toscow yesterday
announced exciting news
that its jewellery lines
will be sold inflight on
Korean Air international
routes from next year.
“We are really happy. We
have been working on it
for a long time and are
hoping our pieces are
included in this December’s listing,” said Francis

Ng, General Manager.
The Australian brand will
be focusing on developing and expanding its
duty free presence in the
next 12 months, having
achieved strong results
over the past year with
inflight business targets.
“In our 30th year we have
one of the greatest varieties of jewellery available

in the travel market, which
I think has served us
very well in all areas,”
explained Ng.
Toscow is showing off
its new Paradise Garden
collection featuring crystals
and subtly metallic enamel
petals in muted pastel
tones ready for Spring 2015.
Higher-end ranges such as
Australian Opal, Tahitian
Pearl and South Seas Gold
Pearl are also on display.

Blue Village D9
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GREAT SCOTTY
Despite having only
expanded into the travel
retail market very recently,
Karan Tuli, Global Head
of Travel Retail at Agatha
Paris, and his staff are
already impressing airport
operators and airlines
with their strategy and
concepts.
Whilst last year’s focus
was on airlines, this week
Tuli has held a number
of promising meetings
with Asian operators and
has just overseen a bid
for Singapore Changi T2
and T3. “Events like TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference are almost crucial
for us right now, allowing
us to have that one-onone time with operators
and showcase our new
concepts,” explained Tuli.
Agatha Paris has been
displaying its seriousness
in achieving success in the
sector with bold strategies, including rolling out
store concepts in travel

retail first, and with a
series of popular travel
exclusives, such as its
Scotty Dog jewellery line
with pearls, which is being
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showcased at its stand at
Cannes this year.
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SELLING
WITH
STYLE
Pica Léla has been busy
revamping its collections
across the board with new
styles and colours. The
company has taken the key
jewellery trends for 2014
for its Esmerelda, Blossom,
Nature, Victoria, Daynight,

JACK’S
LIQUID
GOLD
Brown-Forman’s Jack
Daniel’s has only launched
two line extensions since
1988, the Gentleman Jack
and the Jack Daniel’s Honey.
So the new Jack Daniel’s
Gold No. 27 represents a

major step and priced at
around $90 compared to
$40 for Gentleman Jack it is
another step up in quality,
with an interesting story
to tell.
Chris Fletcher is Assistant
Master Distiller, the first
time the company has
created the post in its
148-year history, following
huge expansion. Fletcher
said: “The No. 27 is a
tribute to the original
No. 7 and it is named
27 to signify twice the

Starlight and Flexi collections. It is growing fast with
sales rising 67% this year.
Esmerelda features
coloured stones grouped
into sets for maximum
eye-catching effect. This
is in line with the Asian
consumer preference,
which is going away from
very small stones and a
minimalist look, toward
slightly chunkier stones.
Blossom has a flower
theme for the young age
group. Nature is also
new, but already featured

onboard Qatar Airways,
with other listings in the
pipeline. This is typically
priced at $110 for a butterfly set.
“Our brand is pretty
mature in Asia Pacific,”
said Frank Lum, General
Manager, Wellington
Jeweller. “We are listed
with 35 airlines globally
and approximately 70% of
these are in the region. We
have a total of 100 points
of sale in global duty free.”

Blue Village B4

processing. The double
charcoal mellowing
creates a sweet flavour
and light colouring. We
also put the spirit twice in
the barrel, first in an oak
barrel and then in a maple
barrel. This is a major
step for the company and
honouring the legend of
Jack. It is a very big deal
and we have the luxury of
being able to innovate.”

Green Village
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CONSUMER
IS KING-SIZE
Imperial Tobacco’s stand
this year puts the focus
on consumers, down to
details of the entrance
area and meeting rooms
dedicated to the colours
and brand preferences of
each region.
Following the Davidoff
redesign last year,
this year the focus is
on rejuvenation of the
Davidoff Superslims.
There’s also a newcomer
in the story of Partagas
Cigars, with an extended

TRAVEL THE WORLD
WITH CARE AND BEAUT Y

range of the existing Mini
Cuban Cigars in chic black
and red packaging.
Gauloises has also been given
an eye-catching new look
on-shelf, using the slogan
‘Vive Le Moment’. Another
French cigarette brand News
has also been given a new
look, with an updated pack
to show modernity and an
urban skyline.
“We have been working
across our whole portfolio,” explained Julia
Neumaier, Marketing

BY

Riviera RG 16
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Operations Manager –
Global Travel Retail. “We
wanted our stand to show
how we are mapping out
the regions, because
consumers all over the
world have their own
needs and consumption
behaviour. For us it’s
about putting the traveller
at the centre, and for us
to be at the centre of the
category.”

Golden Village
GO6

T:228 mm

OTHER TEQUILA MAKERS
DON’T HAVE THE STONES.

T:328 mm

PATRÓN IS ONE OF JUST A HANDFUL OF ARTISANAL TEQUILA MAKERS STILL USING A TAHONA
STONE WHEEL TO CRUSH COOKED AGAVE, AN ANCIENT, LABOR-INTENSIVE PROCESS. THE AGAVE
IS THEN FERMENTED AND DISTILLED WITH THE FIBER, GIVING NEW ROCA PATRÓN A COMPLEX,
EARTHY TASTE. EXPLORE THE PROCESS AT PATRONSPIRITS.COM. TASTE HOW IT’S MADE.TM

The perfect way to enjoy Patrón is responsibly. © 2014 Patrón Spirits International AG, Schaffhausen, Switzerland. 42-45% Alc./Vol.
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TEMPTING TIMEPIECES
The portfolio of watches on
show on the PT Switzerland
stand this year extends to
no fewer than nine brands,
including Kenzo, for which
the distributor has already
secured two significant
onboard listings since it
was initially presented at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference earlier
this year. “With Kenzo,
we launched in Asia and

Timberland, all of which
are currently distributed by
the company. Aside from
the recent onboard listings,
Fäh also revealed that PT
Switzerland is achieving
success on the ground, with
the Swiss Military timepiece
performing particularly
well at Zurich Airport.

partly in Europe and we are
now successfully selling
on Singapore Airlines,”
explained Niklaus Fäh, Sales
Director, Duty Free & Travel
Retail, PT Switzerland. He
also revealed that Kenzo
watches will soon be
launched onboard Cathay
Pacific. Aside from Kenzo,
the nine-strong brand
portfolio includes the likes
of Swiss Military, Police and

Red Village
M32

PERFECT BLEND
Having recently
announced a 70% increase
in global travel retail sales
for its Lauder’s Blended
Scotch Whisky, MacDuff
International has reported
high interest so far this
week. “For us, the first
two days have been the
busiest first two days I’ve
ever experienced here,”

John Scott, Export Sales
Director, told TFWA Daily.
“We’ve grown hugely in
Scandinavia in recent
years, and elsewhere
in Europe, but we’ve
already had meetings
and drop-ins this week
from people from Latin
America, the Middle East
and Africa as well.”

The company certainly
isn’t short of new products
to present to visitors to
the stand. Among them
is the Port Edition – Ruby
Cask. Scott also revealed
that the Grand MacNish
Six Cask Edition, which
brings together six single
malts from each region of
Scotland, has been very
well received.

Green Village L56

® by Dufre, has the mission to promote
the excellence of Made in Italy in the
Duty Free and Travel Retail Market.
The Italian companies that have already joined GOODBUYITALY® project and present in
our booth, are:
Caffarel
(confectionery)
G. Cova & C.
(cakes)
Agnoni
(oil and vegetables)
Delicatezze della Riviera
(DOP olive oil)
Io Cuoco
(food & fashion)
Manicardi
(balsamic vinegar)
Pastificio Di Martino
(pasta of Gragnano – Naples)

Ntry

New e

Dufre staff will be proud to welcome you at the
booth “ Yellow Village F 48 ” in order to show
GOODBUYITALY® selection.

Dufre S.a.s. - Italy
info@dufre.it - www.dufre.it

AN IRISH TRIBUTE
“We’re keen to expand the
profile of Irish spirits,”
stated Andre Levy, Chairman, Worldwide, Protégé
International, and there
can be little doubt that the
company is doing exactly
that. At the heart of the
product offering is The
Wild Geese brand, which
pays tribute to the Irish
diaspora by highlighting
the “history, pride, tradition

and achievements” of the
Irish people. Among the
products taking centre
stage this week is Irish
Honey Liqueur. “Honey
liqueur is one of the fastest
growing spirits markets
at the moment and this is
the only premium honey
liqueur from Ireland,”
Levy continued. Also being
showcased is The Exiles
Irish Gin, which is the
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only gin in the world that
contains shamrock.
Levy added: “All of our
products have a story
behind them and they
really touch people by
telling the often untold
story of the Irish diaspora.
We’re delighted that so
far the feedback has been
very strong.”

Red Village K12
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ALL THAT
GLITTERS
Ella Morissa is taking the
opportunity afforded by
the 30th anniversary of
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference to reflect on
the continued value of this
annual event after two
decades of its own activity
in the duty free business.
“To use an English example

– this is like the Premier
League of travel retail. It is
almost surprising that after
20 years we are still meeting
new people and finding new
opportunities,” said Walther
Marthaler, Head of New
Business Development.
“We’re delighted to have had
meetings with operators

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE WEDNESDAY 29 OCTOBER 2014

from Luxembourg and the
Maldives – places that are a
little more out of the way and
that we perhaps wouldn’t get
to meet otherwise.”
The new jewellery Ella
Morissa is showcasing on its
stand is entrancing visitors,
as is its bestselling patented
Magic Box. New offerings
this year include glittery
bangles, and pendants
featuring artificial pearls and
spun sugar-effect intricate
filigree wire.

Blue Village F12

IN THE
FAST
LANE
INCC Parfums, the French
fragrance company behind
the immensely popular
Mercedes-Benz Perfumes,
is racing ahead in the
travel retail and domestic
channels. For yet another
year, its releases are

experiencing high-octane
growth – so far recording €70 million in retail
sales – and now INCC
Parfums’ vision is to take its
fashionable fragrances to
the next level. “MercedesBenz Perfumes are now
available in 90 countries
and in 10,000 locations
around the world, but we
want to further extend our
distribution in travel retail,”
said Thibaud de Vaulchier,
Vice President Sales. “The
Mercedes-Benz brand is
already well known, and

our goal is to take a brand
with huge awareness and
legitimise it within the
premium perfume industry.” On Monday night, INCC
Parfums held a scintillating event at the Majestic
Barriére, attended by the
industry’s most modish
circle. There, it unveiled its
game-changing MercedesBenz VIP Club collection of
five new fragrances, and
its exciting new signing,
Monaco Parfums.

Red Village K22

WiTR
ALL
AS
ONE
Women from every
corner of the industry
gathered together
yesterday for the annual
meeting at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
of Women in Travel
Retail (WiTR). This year,
WiTR is aiming to raise
€25,000 for All As One,
a charity operating in
Sierra Leone to help
vulnerable children in
one of the poorest areas
of the world. The money
raised will go towards
the purchase of a lorry
to transport the building
materials that will enable
All As One to build a
children’s centre to home
more than 60 children,
and provide support to
many more.

WiTR’s supporters, male and female, also contributed to its fundraising
efforts by buying tickets to a raffle, in which they stood the chance to win
one of a multitude of fabulous prizes donated by TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference exhibitors.

Sharon Beecham,
Manager – Purchasing
and Vendor Support,
Dubai Duty Free, is
leading the fundraising
efforts for the excellent
cause, which yesterday
were bolstered by a silent
auction in which bidders
had the chance to take
home high-end designer
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handbags by brands
including Furla, Lacoste
and YSL. Glen Williams,
Managing Director of
Maxxium Travel Retail,
presented the organisation with a cheque for
£10,000 (€12,500), which
will go a significant
way in helping WiTR to
achieve its goal.

THE
VODKA
THAT
TASTES
LIKE
VODKA.

DRINK WITH CARE.
STOLICHNAYA® PREMIUM VODKA 40 % Alc./Vol. 100 % Russian Grain Neutral Spirits. © 2014 Spirits International B.V. All rights reserved.
STOLICHNAYA, STOLI and S Logos and their associated visual properties, are trademarks or registered trademarks of Spirits International B.V.
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WINE REVOLUTION

A CELEBRATION OF
DESIRE
TO BE ENJOYED
IN COCKTAILS. MIX IT!

Enoitalia can barely
believe a full 12 months
have passed since it
made its first splash at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference with the
striking Voga Italia wine
label. “Time flies when
you’re having fun! Since
our first time here it has
been an interesting year
with some challenges,
but now we are starting
to see some results,”
said Alberto Pecora,
Worldwide Brand Director.
Voga wine has certainly
caught the eyes of
visitors in Cannes with
its striking, modern
bottle design and
convenient cap technology. The wine is already
sold in domestic markets
in 72 countries around
the world, and Enoitalia
is now primed to enter
the duty free market.
“Our domestic clients
were always asking us

why we weren’t placed
in the duty free market
already, having such a
unique design-led product
already so suited for

COGNAC GAUTIER - 16140 AIGRE - FRANCE

BRAND BOUNTY

WWW.GBYGAUTIER.COM

First American Brands is
presenting a wide range
of novelties this year at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference – led by
its carousel point of
sale concept under the
Petit Beauté brand. “We
want to work together
with retailers to create
something really enticing
for children as well the

mum walking into the
shop,” said First American
Brands’ Alessio Lemma.
New fragrances will
garner instant recognition. Sexy Carmen Electra
…rrrRR! is timed for a
release around Valentines
Day in line with the 2015
provocateur trend, and
the sophisticated Judith
Leiber fragrance is

PLEASE, DRINK RESPONSIBLY
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impulse purchases,” said
Pecora.

Mediterranean
Village P10

presented in a Swarovski
crystal-encrusted bottle
that echoes the designer’s
gem encrusted clutch
handbags. “We have had
a lot of key meetings
with distributors. Today
we have been talking to
visitors from Russia and
Kazakhstan, which is an
increasing presence in
prestige brands and where
we believe mass market
will follow,” added Lemma.

Mediterranean
Village N5

HAUTE CHOCOLATE
Godiva Chocolatier
provided an exciting
insight into its latest
travel retail experience innovations at a
special event at TFWA
World Exhibition &
Conference yesterday.
A live demonstration of
the Godiva chocolate
counter concept recently

TIME
FOR
TEA
We say that travel retail
has diversified and
matured over the three
decades that TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
has been the sector’s
annual summit, and

launched at Doha Hamad
International Airport – led
by Godiva Chief Chocolatier Geoffrey Oversteyns
– was the main highlight.
The 24/7 concept sees
delectable chocolates and
biscuits freshly made in
store by master chocolatiers trained by Godiva’s
own masters in Brussels.

These artisanal treats are
then hand finished at the
counter with treatments
such as dipping, piping
and branded transfer,
before becoming an
incredibly fresh, precious
and personal gift for loved
ones at home.
Godiva CEO Mohamed
Elsarky spoke of the

anyone wanting vivid
proof of this truth needed
only take a glance at
the buzz enveloping the
Kusmi Tea stand this
week. The displays of
colourful tins create a
vibrancy that echoes the
possibilities for points
of sale in a real-world
travel retail environment.
“Many people who are
unaware of the brand are
just impressed by the
visual display and ask
a lot of questions. It is

great to see that people
are still discovering us
and getting excited,”
said Claire Desmonds,
Marketing and Communications at Kusmi Tea.
“When people think of
travel retail shopping,
they think of perfume
and alcohol. It makes
us different. There is a
real potential for tea and
gourmand products,”
said Desmonds.

Blue Village A3
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brand’s travel retailfirst approach that has
seen domestic retailers
waiting at least a year
before duty free lines are
made available for their
channels: “Travel retail
is the at the front-end of
our global business – and
in my heart. It is the
channel through which
we bring new ideas and
innovations into the wider
marketplace.”

Yellow Village F33

EXHIBITION NEWS

Danish jewellery brand
DYRBERG/KERN shares a
very important milestone
with TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference this year, a
celebration of reaching their
third decade. Jacob Harbo
Olsen, Travel Retail Manager,
said: “We are 30 years old this
year, which is a great way to
celebrate with TFWA.”
DYRBERG/KERN is also
celebrating some exciting
news, revealing a partnership
with a new distributor here at
the show. Olsen added: “As
well as seeing steady growth
of 20% each year, we want to
take it to the next level, which
is why we are launching with
Scorpio Worldwide.”
As well as partnering with a
distributor the stylish jeweller
is hoping to expand into other
markets. “To be a serious
player in the Asian market
we want to get onto more
airlines and the Middle East,
as our product really fits the
mentality with the bling factor,
attracts women aged 15-70
and is good for the frequent
flyer,” Olsen added.

Blue Village E13
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SOMETHING
TO CELEBRATE

DESIGNS ON GROWTH
Desigual has a firm
eye on the future, and
maximising the growth
of its brand across travel
retail at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
2014. The colourful
fashion retailer is aiming
to further develop its
brand in Latin America
and Asia.
Desigual is setting its
sights on expanding its

ranges inflight, on cruise
ships, and in all aspects
of travel retail.
The company is launching three travel retail
exclusives at this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference – a ‘travelling la vida es chula’
range of bags (which
translates as ‘travelling
life is cool’). All units
produced have already

been booked for sale.
Looking to the future,
Desigual said: “We want
to focus on growing in
the US, the second step
for us is the Far East
and Japan, and a focus
on our subsidiaries in
New York, Hong Kong
and Tokyo.”

Bay Village
Bay Terrace 4
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FACING SUCCESS

AMOREPACIFIC’s main
focus is on expanding in
greater China, as well as
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia,
the Americas and Europe.
Skin care brands Laneige,
Sulwhasoo, HERA and
IOPE all have their own
cushion foundations, which

continue to sell well in
travel retail.
Irene Yoo, Senior Travel
Retail Associate, said: “The
cushion foundation continues to lead our greatest
growth, taking 10-20% of
the sales. It comes in four
different shades and has
a cooling effect, which

means skin drops by four
degrees, as when skin gets
hot it starts to age.”
The IOPE compact is the
most popular compact,
with each providing UV
protection of SPF50+.

Golden Village
GO10

BAGGING
PERSONALISATION
Asia remains a big market for
luxury Italian handbag company
Gattinoni, which is keen to expand
its already strong Asian presence
at TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference.
“Our good markets are Asia and
the Middle East, and we are mainly
trying to secure other locations in
Qatar, Taiwan and Korea,” Elizabeth Woodland-Griggs, Consultant
for Gattinoni, commented. “We
are opening 35 shops in China in
the next three years – the first is
in Jiujiang City. We also have new
openings in Saudi Arabia, and
Qatar is also our goal.”
To stand out in a competitive
market, the bag brand is prepared
to personalise its service for its
customer base.
Woodland-Griggs said: “We
are also offering the option of
customisation, if our customers
have special requirements we
can design something custom
for them.”

Blue Village C16
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SWEET INSIGHT
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SCENT OF
THE FUTURE
Raul Chavez, Senior Area
Manager of Mäurer & Wirtz,
revealed the perfumer’s
ambitions for the future at the
30th TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. He said: “Our
objective in Cannes is to give
an overview of the launches
which are coming. The 4711
cologne, which is 222 years
old this year, is our big launch
to look out for.”
The company is aiming to

Hershey’s has a bounty of
fresh packaging, stats and
travel retail exclusives at this
year’s TFWA World Exhibition & Conference. New
travel retail exclusive gift
packaging has been unveiled
for the Acai, blueberry, and
raspberry flavours, and the
Caramel Kisses.
Amy Wilson, Manager
Category Insights & Retail
Excellence WTR, also revealed
that the brand is the first to
partner with CIR, and the
first confectionery company
to participate in a global
shopping study. “For us,

increase its travel retail
presence in the Middle East,
Latin America and Asia, while
maintaining its strongest
market, which is Germany.
Mäurer & Wirtz’s bestselling
product remains its Acqua
Colonia travel range, which
will be updated next year with
the zesty addition of a lime
and nutmeg scented cologne.

Green Village K50

sharing insights with retailers is the objective. We want
to share with our retailers
our innovation, new packaging and ideas to maximise
easy shopping and impulse
buying.” The confectionery
brand is still strong in Asia
Pacific, the Americas and
Europe, with its peanut
buttery brand Reese’s still
proving the most popular
in Europe, and Hershey’s
Cookies ‘n’ Crème Kisses
most delectable with the
palates of South America.
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EYE EYE
Silhouette and Adidas
have unveiled some brand
new travel retail exclusive
products at this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference.
Silhouette has teamed
up with British designer
Felder Felder to create
a colour popping limited
edition set of sunglasses,
which come in fuchsia,
turquoise, and orange.
Heidi Zellenka, Head of

Travel Retail, said: “The
response has been good so
far, there will only be 4,000
glasses available worldwide. We also have another
design we are debuting at
the show called Ultra Thin,
which is a travel retail
exclusive for Silhouette,
which only weighs 10g.”
In addition, Adidas has
launched a pair of customisable glasses, which
have spare lenses and
nosepads.

Valora Trade has had some
exciting news to announce
at the 30th TFWA Exhibition & Conference. While
already boasting success
across its underwear and
jewellery brands CR7, Story,
Pilgrim and Sif Jakobs,
the European distributor
announced it will be growing
its portfolio of brands.
“We have a strong basis in
the Nordic region, especially
with Cristiano Ronaldo’s

underwear brand CR7,
which is really our strong
card,” Mikkel Zebitz, New
Business Manager said.
“Our big news is that we
are adding Sloggi and
Triumph to our group,
which are both brands
made in Europe, and
hoping this will make
us a one-stop-shop for
underwear.”
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LUXURY TOBACCO IS BACK

Visit us at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference at STAND S 14 Marine Village
www.kingstobacco.com

Smoking kills

